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Place the sixteen numbers 
0 through 15 on the white 
nodes so that each of the 
eight black nodes sum to 30 
when your numbered lines 
leading into them are added. 
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Presented by Tom Rodgers 
to honor Martin Gardner at G4G8 
THE MAGIC OCTAGON 
by Jeremiah Farrell and Tom Rodgers 
The black nodes mark the corners of an octagon and each of these nodes is connected to 
four others by lines. The (rather hard) puzzle is to assign the sixteen numbers n through 
15 to each of the sixteen lines so that each black node has a sum of 30 when the line 
numbers leading into it are added. 
This puzzle is adapted from ··Supermagic and Antimagic Graphs··. N. Hartsri.:lJ and G. 
Ringle,./. Rec. ;\futh Vol. 21(2), 1989. Another version of the puzzle is to assign the 
sixteen numbers 0-15 to the letters of OSCAR THUMPBINDLE so that the eight words 
BASH. BUMP. CLAD. CURE, HORN. MIND, PLOT and SITE each sum to 30. 
Answers to either version of the puzzle are given overleaf 
There are 86 ways four of the sixteen numbers can sum to 30 and therein lies the puzzle's 
difficulty The reader is urged to try to solve these puzzles without machine help. 
The word vers10n of the puak \Vas <.kscribed in the article .. Most-Perfect Word Magic'", 
Oscar Thumpbindlc_ lf"ord lf"uys Vol. 40(4). Nov. 2007. 
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